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Introduction
Historically industrial sites were secured by so-called “air gaps.” Most control system networks
were not connected to any public network at all, and so the spread of malware over connections
from public networks to control networks was impossible, as was the remote control of industrial
control systems by adversaries using public networks. That changed in the mid-1990's – operators
of these sites learned there were significant profits possible from the use of real-time inventory
data, equipment usage data and other information drawn from control systems. Sites started
connecting their control system networks to their corporate networks, exposing the formerlyisolated control networks to attack. For the last decade, securing these connections between
control networks and external networks has received steadily increasing attention.
In the last 24 months, high-profile "advanced persistent threat" attacks have successfully
compromised an appalling number of seemingly well-secured critical infrastructures and utilities,
as well as military, government and corporate networks. Imagine learning that parts of your
safety-critical control system are under the thumb of adversaries on the other side of the planet.
In response to these trends, corporate security teams increasingly deploy Waterfall’s
Unidirectional Security Gateways. A Unidirectional Gateway is simple in concept - a transmitting
(TX) appliance in the control system network contains a laser, and a receiving (RX) appliance in
the corporate network contains a photocell. The TX can send to the RX, but not vice-versa.
The gateways push real-time data to the corporate network where the business functions of the
industrial site need it, but no attacks, no viruses, nothing at all in fact, can get back through the
gateway hardware to influence or threaten the control system. Contrast this with firewalls, which
are software systems. The software in firewalls looks at every message trying to pass through, and
decides whether to let it pass. Every software has vulnerabilities and advanced threats exploit
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those vulnerabilities. Unidirectional Gateways are not vulnerable to such attacks – the security is
at the physical level. There are no return channels in the hardware.
Waterfall’s Unidirectional Gateways are deployed routinely in arenas where security is
paramount – industrial and production networks of critical infrastructures. For example, the latest
Nuclear Energy Institute guidelines for the cyber security of reactor control networks give two
choices: either no connections at all across the perimeter of the most sensitive networks, or
unidirectional connections only. Other industries are taking note. No one wants to put at risk a
power grid, a water treatment plant, an oil pipeline, or a chemical plant.
Think about the consequences of two recent industrial disasters the nation and the world have
seen: the Gulf oil spill and the tsunami at the Fukishima reactors. Now consider that advanced
threats regularly compromise the best-protected corporate and control system networks. Put this
together and utilities increasingly conclude the risk is unacceptable. Utilities and industrial sites
are looking seriously at once more isolating their control networks. Unidirectional Gateways
provide the same protections as complete network isolation, without cutting off access to the most
valuable real-time data.

True Unidirectionality
The Waterfall Unidirectional Gateway is a true unidirectional system, composed of a TX
hardware appliance and an RX hardware appliance connected solely by a single fiber-optic cable.
The TX appliance contains a laser, but no photocell, and so can transmit information over the
fiber-optic cable, but is physically incapable of receiving any information from the cable. The RX
appliance contains a photocell, but no laser. The RX appliance is therefore physically incapable
of sending any information to the TX appliance over the fiber-optic cable. The system is referred
to as a “unidirectional medium.” Information passes from the TX appliance to the RX appliance
exclusively.
Unidirectional Gateways provide a way to send application data out of critical networks, while
protecting the integrity of the critical network by segregating it from any external networks. This
absolute level of unidirectional communication eliminates all online network attacks originated
from an external network, since no communication, “good” or “bad”, including attack packets,
viruses, or information of any sort can pass from the external network hosting the RX appliance
back to the sending network hosting the TX appliance.
In 2009, Idaho National Labs (INL) assessed the Waterfall Unidirectional Gateway technology in
depth and concluded:
The assessment verified that the Waterfall system provides one-way
communications between two different security zones. The physics of the system
prevent any data transmission from the low security enclave to the high security
enclave. Waterfall’s methodology of protecting an industrial network from an
external connection to a lower security zone was verified by the assessment.

True Security
The unique Waterfall architecture restores to industrial sites the benefits of time-tested, airgapped network designs, without sacrificing modern business requirements for access to accurate
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and timely data from real-time systems. Specifically, a Waterfall solution configured as
recommended provides:


Complete isolation from external threats – nothing - not data, commands, or even
protocol signaling from the outside can enter a protected network over Unidirectional
Security Gateways. The gateway is physically incapable of transferring anything “back”
from the external network.



Complete protection against external cyber-attacks – when an attacker on an external
network attempts access through a Waterfall security gateway to a protected network to
take remote control of cyber assets, that attack fails.



Complete protection from external denial of service attacks against protected assets –
when an attacker on an external network tries to transmit traffic through the Waterfall
Unidirectional Gateway to impair the operation of control system assets, none of those
packets arrive on the control system network. The gateway hardware is incapable of
transmitting anything back to the control system.



Complete protection from sophisticated worms and other malware which propagate
across networks. No set of un-patched, zero-day or other vulnerabilities can cause the
receiving gateway hardware to transmit malware or other information into the protected
network.



Protection from malware which takes instructions from command and control servers
over public networks. Much modern malware is designed to be under the continuous
control of central servers on the open internet. However, the one-way appliances make it
impossible to receive commands from command and control servers on untrusted
networks.

In addition, it should be noted that a preferred tactic of Advanced Persistent Threats and other
sophisticated threats is remote-control attacks. While Unidirectional Gateways do not address all
possible security threats at a site, they do eliminate entirely the risk of a remote control attack or
other network-based attack on protected assets from external networks via the Unidirectional
Gateways.

Standards and Regulatory Compliance
Waterfall Unidirectional Security Gateways have been assessed against many industrial cyber
security regulations, including: NIST 800-53, NERC-CIP and NEI 08-09 standards. The gateway
solutions directly address many requirements related to network segmentation, network access
protections and remote access controls. Indirectly, the gateway solutions substantially simplify
overall security programs, because they are simpler and more secure than conventional firewalls.
Pass-through user accounts, open ports, access logging, denied access attempt logging, and many
other concepts either do not apply at all to Unidirectional Gateway solutions, or are substantially
simplified when gateways are deployed. As a result:


Total security program documentation volumes tend to be reduced,
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Internal audit costs are reduced: there is less documentation to check, the security
configurations are simpler and so faster to audit, and there are fewer logs to examine,



There are no remote access logs or attempted remote access logs to examine – no remote
control of protected assets is possible, nor are such access attempts.



Periodic vulnerability assessment costs are reduced, because there are no complex
firewall configurations to examine for communications paths an attacker might use, and



External audit costs are reduced, because fewer logs, less documentation and simpler
security configurations mean external auditors need to spend fewer escorted days on site.

Finally, training costs are reduced with Unidirectional Gateways as well. Conventional firewall
training requires up to several weeks of full-time instruction. Conventional firewalls have many
features and are difficult to keep configured correctly and safely. Unidirectional Gateway training
is typically one to two days long, depending on the solutions deployed, and is carried out on site,
during installation. Errors in the configuration and maintenance of Unidirectional Gateways do
not lead to compromise of protected systems. If the gateway solution is moving data out of your
protected network, then it is by definition configured so that no attack can reach your protected
assets.
Detailed whitepapers, including detailed information regarding the assessment of the Waterfall
Unidirectional Security Gateways for NIST 800-53, NERC-CIP and NEI 08-09 are available.

Unidirectional Gateway Software
Waterfall Security’s Unidirectional Gateways generally do not attempt to emulate bidirectional or
routable protocols over unidirectional media. Instead, they extract data and pass it out to a
destination application. The most common configuration of Unidirectional Gateways is as
illustrated in Figure (1). The solution consists of a pair of software applications running on
conventional computers, and two specialized unidirectional appliances. The “gather/TX”
application gathers information from systems on a protected network and transmits this
information over the unidirectional subsystem. The “publish/RX” application publishes the
information to other systems on an external network.

Figure (1): Data Movement Application
The “gather/TX” application gathers data from a specific server or application on the protected
network using conventional, bi-directional, routable protocols. Routable communications sessions
on the source network terminate in the “gather” application. On the other side of the
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Unidirectional Gateway, the “publish/RX” application publishes this data on the external
network, again using conventional, bi-directional, routable protocols. Routable communications
sessions on the external network are initiated by the “publish” application and terminate in
specific servers or applications receiving the published data.
What is transferred between networks over the unidirectional medium is only the gathered data
and enough meta-data to effectively describe the gathered data. Each of the “gather” and
“publish” applications are configured independently and manually as to what system and network
addresses they communicate with on their respective networks. No addressing information
whatsoever is communicated from the source/protected network to the destination/external
network.

Replicating Historian Servers
Take for example the historian replication application illustrated in Figure (2). The “gather/TX”
application registers with the source historian server as a conventional historian client, and
requests a copy of all new data arriving in the historian. The communication protocol employed
to receive the data is the historian’s normal client access protocol, which terminates in the
“gather/TX” client. The “gather” application is manually configured as to which IP address to use
to communicate with the protected/source historian server. The “gather” application then extracts
historical data and meta-data from the information received from the historian and sends that
information through the unidirectional subsystem to the Waterfall “publish/RX” application.
The “publish” application takes the data and meta-data received from the unidirectional
subsystem and records it in the replica historian. The “publish” application is manually
configured as to which IP address to use to communicate with the replica historian. There is no
need to transmit addresses or routing information over the unidirectional medium. All that is
communicated over the medium in the Waterfall system is information regarding historian point
names, historian data types, historical data and other historian “content.” This information is
transmitted unidirectionally, through the two RX/TX appliances, using an internal point-to-point
layer 2 protocol which includes no routing information and has no routing capabilities.

Figure (2): Historian Replication
In fact, rather than emulating the routable historian access protocol, the unidirectional system
enables a new (replica) historian server to securely impersonate the protected source historian
server.

Replicating OPC Sources
A less intuitive example is the Waterfall for OPC-DA server replication solution illustrated in
Figure (3). The OPC-DA protocol is a complex, routable, bi-directional, object-oriented protocol
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layered on the DCOM object model. Again, no attempt is made to emulate the OPC protocol
across the unidirectional medium.
In the figure, the source OPC server receives data from systems and devices on the protected
network. The Waterfall “gather/TX” application acts as a conventional OPC client and pulls data
from the source OPC Server using the OPC-DA protocol. The OPC-DA protocol terminates in the
“gather” application. The gathered data and associated meta-data are then transmitted over the
unidirectional medium.

Figure (3): OPC Server Replication
The “publish/RX” application replicates the original OPC server, by hosting all of the received
OPC data. Conventional OPC clients then pull the data from the “publish” server using the
conventional, bi-directional OPC-DA protocol. The OPC-DA protocol initiates in the “publish”
application and terminates in the OPC clients on the external network.
Once again, rather than emulating or “supporting” the routable OPC-DA / DCOM protocol, the
unidirectional subsystem provides a replica OPC server which is updated in real time with a copy
of the data found in the Source OPC Server on the protected network.

Unidirectional Gateway Hardware
A Waterfall Unidirectional Gateway consists of a minimum of four devices, linked “back to
back” by dedicated cables. This is illustrated in Figure (4).

Figure (4): Waterfall Unidirectional Gateway Hardware
As illustrated, the hardware necessary for a Waterfall Unidirectional Gateway solution is a
minimum of two conventional computers, one Waterfall TX Appliance, and one Waterfall RX
appliance, using a minimum of five cables. The Gather (B) and Publish (H) applications are
software, each running on a dedicated, conventional computer. Each of these computers has a
minimum of two network interfaces: one conventional, bidirectional interface connected to a
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conventional local area network (A and I), and one interface connected via a dedicated cable (C
and G) to a Unidirectional Gateway appliance (D and F).
The Waterfall TX appliance (D) is connected to the Waterfall RX appliance (F) by a fiber-optic
cable (E). The transmitting gateway (D) contains a laser LED, but no photocell, and so is able to
transmit over the fiber optic cable, but can receive nothing back – not even an “I have power”
signal from the other side. The receiving gateway (F) contains a photocell, but no laser. As a
result, it can receive from the transmitter, but can send nothing back, not even an “I have power”
signal.
In Waterfall’s Unidirectional Gateways, this combination of hardware and software works as
follows:









The “gather” application (B) uses the bidirectional network interface (A) to gather data
from one or more manually pre-configured source systems. The “gather” application (B)
is configured as to which network addresses to gather data from. The “gathering” of
information is done using a specific “Waterfall Connector” application which was
developed to integrate and gather information from the specific system (or a set of
systems). The source systems’ network addresses are not transmitted to the gateway
hardware appliances, and so do not reach the “publish” application (H) on the receiving
network.
The “gather” application (B) then takes the gathered application information and the
meta-data describing the information and sends them to the dedicated cable (C)
connecting the “gather” server (B) to the TX appliance (D). This information is sent using
an internal, point-to-point ISO layer 2 protocol. There is no routing information in these
messages or in the protocol.
The TX appliance (D) transmits the message contents to the RX appliance (F) over the
unidirectional fiber optic cable (E).
The ESP is defined to cross this cable (E).
The RX gateway (F) receives messages from the fiber optic cable and transmits the
message contents to the “publish” application (H) over the dedicated cable (G) using an
internal, point-to-point OSI layer 2 protocol.
The “publish” application (H) then takes the received data and uses an applicationspecific Waterfall connector to send the data to a manually pre-configured application or
server on the external network. The “publish” application is configured independently as
to which network addresses to publish data to – no routing or addressing information
from the sending/protected network is either received or used to route data on the external
network.

In summary: neither the dedicated network cables (C and G) connecting the Unidirectional
Gateways (D and F) to the conventional servers (B and H), nor the unidirectional fiber-optic cable
(E) connecting the two Unidirectional Gateways (D and F) carry routable protocols, nor do they
carry routing or address information.

System Reliability
Technically sophisticated personnel routinely question the details of Unidirectional Gateways – if
communications are truly unidirectional, then no acknowledgements or requests for
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retransmission can be sent when data is or is not received correctly. How can the system assure
the reliable delivery of important data?
Part of the answer is that even bidirectional communications systems can lose data or
malfunction. The key to reliability is not bi-directionality, but rather building enough redundancy
and alerting mechanisms into an architecture to meet reliability goals. Waterfall Unidirectional
Gateways provide standard sophisticated data integrity, alerting and high-availability features.
Waterfall Unidirectional Gateways provide multiple levels of data integrity assurance. All data
sent across the gateway have a unique sequence number to ensure that the publish/RX agent can
detect data loss and raise alerts when data is lost. All data is sent with error correcting codes, so
that errors can be detected and some can be corrected without human intervention. When a
Waterfall system is installed at a site, the engineers deploying the solution tune the system
carefully to ensure that data volumes will never overload any one component’s capacity to store
and process the data.

Figure (5): High Availability Configuration
For additional data integrity protection, Waterfall offers a high-availability (HA) configuration.
An HA deployment uses two gather/TX agents running as a cluster, two publish/RX agents
running as a cluster, two TX appliances and two RX appliances operating in parallel. Each
gather/TX agent sends all of the data it gathers to both TX appliances. Each TX appliance sends
all the data it receives to its “paired” RX appliance. Each RX appliance sends all of the data it
receives to both publish/RX agents.
With sequence numbers, checksums and error correcting codes, the RX agent can determine
reliably if data is lost. If data is ever lost, the RX agent is able to raise notifications of the problem
promptly. The RX agent is able to notify using many media: syslog messages, Windows logging,
SNMP traps, SMTP/electronic mail messages, visual alerts in the provided console application
and writing log messages to OSIsoft PI historian points.
Even without the HA option installed, the data integrity protections in the Waterfall products are
such that by far the most common cause of data loss in production systems is losses due to
scheduled downtime. For example, common downtime reasons are scheduled updates on the
publish/RX agent server, or sometimes when data destinations served by the publish/RX agent are
upgraded or patched.
Following system downtime, or in rare cases when data is lost, recovery procedures depend upon
the application being served. For example, some of Waterfall’s historian replication products
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include a “backfill” capability which retransmits all data recorded in all points of the historian in
a certain time period. The publish/RX agent checks each received value against the historian
before storing it. Only samples not already recorded are stored in the historian. This
retransmission can be triggered manually, or can be scheduled in advance when downtime is
scheduled.

Broad Application Support
Application support is essential to a successful deployment of Unidirectional Gateways. Waterfall
Security Solutions has the broadest support for industrial applications of any unidirectional
vendor. Waterfall solutions include the following applications.
Historians and Industrial Applications

Industrial Devices

OSIsoft PI
AspenTech
GE iHistorian
GE iFix
GE OSM
Scientech R*Time
Instep eDNA
Matrikon Alert Manager
Siemens SINAUT
Siemens SIMATIC
OPC-HA
Microsoft SQL Server
Wonderware InSQL

OPC DA
OPC A&E
OPC HA
Modbus
ICCP
DNP3
Files and Folders
Local Folder Transfer
Remote Folder Transfer (CIFS)
FTP
FTPS (SSL)
SFTP (SSH)
TFTP
RCP

IT & Monitoring
Remote Screen View
SNMP
Syslog
SMTP
CA Unicenter
CA SIM
HP Openview
HP ArcSight
McAfee Enterprise Security Manager
NTP
SNTP
Remote Windows Printing
TIBCO EMS
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Raw Protocols
UDP
TCP
Ethernet Multicast
IP Video & Audio
RS232
Other
IBM Websphere MQ
Microsoft MQ
Anti-Virus Updater
Microsoft WSUS
Secure Manual Uplink
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Summary
Unidirectional Gateways represent a change of mindset for traditional corporate security groups.
Unlike IT-centric security technologies which focus on protecting primarily confidentiality and
secondarily integrity and availability, the Waterfall technology is focused primarily on protecting
the availability of control system assets, with features to protect confidentiality and integrity as
well. Since it is designed to be integrated into industrial environments and control networks,
adopting the Waterfall technology is straightforward, and the reward is absolute protection from
attack from external networks.
Waterfall Unidirectional Gateways have been deployed successfully for many years, at hundreds
of industrial and mission-critical sites in North America and around the world, including power
plants, water and wastewater facilities, pipelines, refineries, and chemical facilities.
Unidirectional Gateway technology is now standard and required at nuclear generation sites,
which naturally are leading the cyber security and regulatory fields, being the most secure and
most sensitive of civilian industrial sites. Broad industrial application support, a field-proven
technology, and a clear commitment to the industrial marketplace make Waterfall Security
Solutions the vendor of choice when deploying cyber security protections for your control system
networks.

About Waterfall Security Solutions
Waterfall Security Solutions Ltd. is the leading provider of Unidirectional Security Gateways™
and data diodes for industrial control networks and critical infrastructures. Waterfall’s
Unidirectional Gateways reduce the cost and complexity of compliance with NERC-CIP, NRC,
NIST, CFATS and other regulations, as well as with cyber-security best practices. Waterfall’s
products are deployed in utilities and critical national infrastructures throughout North America,
Europe, Asia and Israel. Frost & Sullivan describe Waterfall's solutions as ensuring "optimum
security for networks across user verticals" and awarded Waterfall the 2012 Network Security
Award for Industrial Control Systems Entrepreneurial Company of the Year. Waterfall’s
offerings include support for leading industrial applications, including the OSIsoft PI™ Historian,
the GE Proficy™ iHistorian, Siemens SIMATIC™/Spectrum™ solutions and GE OSM™ remote
monitoring platforms, as well as OPC, Modbus, DNP3, ICCP and other industrial protocols. More
information about Waterfall can be found on the company’s website at:
www.waterfall-security.com.
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